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SUBJECT: Parking Infringements Advice 
 
Meeting: Council Meeting Date: 17 September 2007 
 
 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 

 
PURPOSE OF REPORT 
To respond to the Parking Infringements Notice of Motion considered by Council on 21 May 2007 
and to advise of the terms of legal advice received by Council. 
 
BACKGROUND 
Council at the meeting of 21 May 2007 resolved to seek legal advice on the responsibilities of 
Rangers and Council under the relevant Acts and to consider implementing a trial period of six 
months of a Parking Infringement Warning System instead of issuing parking infringement tickets 
for parking Infringements in Pittwater other than Infringements in commercial and / or signposted 
areas, or in car parks, near schools, or on main roads. 
 
Advice has been obtained from Council’s Solicitors on the powers of the Rangers and Council with 
specific advice relating to the issue of warnings instead of issuing infringements. 
 
ISSUES 

• Issue of warnings 
• Providing solutions for the community 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
$50,000 to increase education program and audit of roads. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
Nil. 
 
 

 
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION 

 
1. That Council note that on the basis of legal advice, Council is not to introduce a system of 

parking infringement warnings. 
 
2. That an audit of high incidence infringement areas be conducted to assess opportunities to 

redesign roadways and parking areas to promote improved safe car parking. 
 
3. That the community education program be continued to provide current information on the 

requirements of parking legislation. 
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1.0 BACKGROUND 
Council carries out regular patrols in all parts of Pittwater and also responds to resident 
complaints regarding illegally parked vehicles.  When responding to a complaint, Rangers 
and Parking Officers are required to exercise procedural fairness and if vehicles other than 
those causing the complaint are noted to be illegally parked, then the Officer must issue 
infringements to all illegally parked vehicles. Council Officers are aware of their 
responsibility to the law and their position as an “authorised Officer” under the Act. 
 
Council at the meeting of 21 May 2007, considered whether a warning system could be 
used instead of issuing infringements in areas that were not signposted, in commercial 
areas, in car parks, near schools or on main roads.  Legal advice has been received and a 
workshop with Councillors has been conducted on this advice.  

2.0 ISSUES 
 

2.1 Issue of Warnings: 
 
Specific advice was requested on the warning system proposal. The advice indicates that 
there is no authority for Council to direct that a warning system be implemented. It also 
discusses the circumstances in which warnings may be used.  The advice is specific in the 
opinion that the use of discretionary warnings where an offence has been committed can 
only occur in “limited circumstances”. 
 
The advice states: “Accordingly, a parking infringement warning system cannot lawfully be 
implemented by the Council. The Council cannot direct its Rangers to exercise their 
discretion to issue a penalty notice in a particular manner, including a direction that 
warnings be issued in some circumstances and some localities but not others.” 
 
The “limited circumstances” outlined by the advice cannot practically be determined by an 
Officer in the field and further, though not contemplated by the advice, it must be 
recognised that the exercise of discretion where an Officer believed it was a first offence, 
would give rise to a negative public perception of favouritism. 
 
The advice concludes that Council, or the General Manager, is unable to direct a Ranger in 
undertaking his/her duties, as the authority is vested directly to the Ranger as an individual 
authorised person. 

 
2.3 Providing solutions for the community: 

 
While it is considered that the advice is clear in regard to the responsibility of Council in 
parking enforcement, the concerns of the community are also recognised and the need to 
produce, where possible, solutions that will facilitate improvements in street parking and to 
inform the community of the details and application of parking regulations. 
 
Council has previously been able to develop working solutions to improve parking in areas 
such as Powderworks Road, North Narrabeen, Beach Road, Palm Beach and Golf Avenue, 
Mona Vale and the Parking Officers are working with Urban Infrastructure to identify those 
areas where parking demand exceeds the available space and seeking to develop, as 
resources permit, permanent solutions that will comply with the parking legislation. 
 
. 
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Council also participates in the collaborative community advertising program with 
Warringah and Manly Councils that has produced a series of pictorial parking information 
advertisements that will be developed into a brochure for general distribution to the 
community. 
 

3.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
$50,000 to increase education program and audit of roads 

4.0 POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
Nil 

 
 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 

1. That Council note that, on the basis of legal advice,  Council does not introduce a system of 
parking infringement warnings. 

 
2. That an audit of high incidence infringement areas be conducted to assess opportunities to 

redesign roadways and parking areas to promote improved safe car parking. 
 

3. That the community education program be continued to provide current information on the 
requirements of parking legislation. 

 
 
Report prepared by  
 
 
 
Jeffrey Lofts 
MANAGER ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 
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